Abstract. We study invariant surfaces generated by one-parameter subgroups of simply and pseudo isotropic rigid motions. Basically, simply and pseudo isotropic geometries are the study of a three-dimensional space equipped with a rank 2 metric of index zero and one, respectively. We show that the oneparameter subgroups of isotropic rigid motions lead to 7 types of invariant surfaces, which then generalizes the study of revolution/helicoidal surfaces in Euclidean and Lorentzian geometries to the context of singular metrics. After computing the fundamental forms of these surfaces and the Gaussian and mean curvatures, we solve the problem of prescribed curvature for invariant surfaces whose generating curves lie on a plane containing the degenerated direction.
Introduction

Simply isotropic I
3 and pseudo-isotropic I 3 p spaces are the affine space R 3 equipped with a degenerated metric, ds 2 = dx 2 ± dy 2 , whose study has been initiated by the Austrian geometer Karl Strubecker [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] (see also [14] and references therein). Besides its mathematical interest [1, 3, 9, 22, 23] , see also the recent contributions by this author [6, 7] , isotropic geometry also finds applications in economics [4, 5] , image processing [10] , and shape interrogation [12] . In addition, this theory may prove useful in understanding the geometry of surfaces with zero mean curvature in semi-Riemannian spaces [15] .
The theory of surfaces in I 3 has been studied since the 1930's [14] , while that in I 3 p began only recently [3, 7] . In this work, we are mainly interested in invariant surfaces, which then generalizes the study of revolution and helicoidal surfaces in Euclidean and Lorentzian geometries to the context of spaces with a singular metric. Invariant surfaces, Eq. (2.19) are generated by the action 1-parameter subgroups of simply and pseudo isotropic rigid motions. The enumeration of 1-parameter subgroups of rigid motions in I 3 has been already done by Strubecker [16] , see also Chap. 2 of [14] . However, in I 3 much attention has been paid only to helicoidal and revolution surfaces, [22] and [2, 9, 23] , respectively, while revolution surfaces in I 3 p were studied in [3] . Here we revisit the 1-parameter subgroups of simply isotropic rigid motions by exploiting their linear representation in the group of invertible matrices GL(4, R), which we believe offers the advantage of being simpler and easier to follow. We also study 1-parameter subgroups of pseudo-isotropic rigid motions and the invariant surfaces generated by them. After listing all invariant surfaces, which are divided into 7 basic types, we compute their mean and Gaussian curvatures and we also solve the problem of prescribed curvatures for the so-called invariant surfaces of i-type (see definition 4.1; for the ni-type we solve the prescribed Gaussian curvature problem for helicoidal surfaces only). These findings generalize the study of helicoidal surfaces in I 3 [2, 9] and revolution surfaces in I This work is divided as follows. In Sect. 2 we present background material: definition of isotropic spaces in Subsect. 2.1; isotropic surfaces in Subsect. 2.2; and the notion of invariant surfaces in Subsect. 2.3. In Sect. 3 we describe 1-parameter subgroups of simply (Subsect. 3.1) and of pseudo (Subsect. 3.2) isotropic isometries, while in Sect. 4 we describe their invariant surfaces. Finally, in Sect. 5 and 6 we study the geometry of simply and pseudo isotropic invariant surfaces, respectively. Finally, here we follow the Einstein convention of summing on repeated indexes, e.g., A 
Preliminaries
Simply and pseudo isotropic spaces are examples of Cayley-Klein geometries [8] , i.e., the study of properties in projective space P 3 invariant by the action of the projectivities that fix the so-called absolute figure, which for our isotropic geometries are given by a plane at infinity, identified with x 0 = 0, and a degenerate quadric of index zero or one, identified with x 2.1. Simply and pseudo isotropic three-dimensional spaces. In the CayleyKlein framework, the simply isotropic I 3 and pseudo-isotropic I 3 p geometries are the study of those properties in R 3 invariant by the action of the 6-parameter groups B 6 [14, 16] and B p 6 [6] given by On the xy plane I 3 and I 2 p look exactly like the Euclidean E 2 and Lorentzian E 2 1 plane geometries. The projection of a vector u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) on the xy plane is called the top view of u and is denoted by u = (u 1 , u 2 , 0). Notice that the zdirection is preserved by the action of B 6 and B p 6 . A line P + t(0, 0, a) is an isotropic line and a plane containing an isotropic line is an isotropic plane.
One may respectively introduce a simply isotropic and a pseudo-isotropic inner products between two vectors u = (u 1 These inner products induce in I 3 and I 3 p a (semi) norm in a natural way: (2.3) u z = u, u z = u and u pz = u, u pz = u 1 ,
respectively: · and · 1 are the norms in E 3 and E ·, · z , or ·, · pz , is necessarily the co-unit vector field N = (0, 0, ±1) and, needless to say, a constant Gauss map adds nothing interesting to the theory. The first fundamental form of x : U → M 2 ⊂ I 3 (or I 3 p ) is defined as usual: (2.6) I = g ij du i du j , g ij = x i , x j z or g ij = x i , x j pz .
When parameterized in its normal form, the first fundamental form of an admissible surface takes a simpler form
The z-coordinate of ξ is then adjusted to give ξ • x ∈ Σ. In I 3 p , we have (2.12)
The shape operator L q :
where D denotes the usual (flat connection) directional derivative in R 3 . The shape operator L q maps T q M 2 in T ξ(q) Σ 2 , but as in Euclidean space, T q M 2 and T ξ(q) Σ 2 are parallel and, therefore, they can be identified. The same reasoning applies to I 3 p [7] . (In other words, ξ is an equiaffine transversally vector field on M 2 [11] .) The second fundamental form II in simply and pseudo-isotropic spaces is (2.14) The reader is referred to [7] for examples and more information about surfaces in isotropic geometries. (The geometry of curves can be found, e.g., in [6] .) 2.3. One-parameter subgroups and invariant surfaces. Let (G, •) be a (Lie) group. A 1-parameter subgroup H of G is a subgroup of G such that there exists a surjective continuous group homomorphism ψ : (R, +) → (H, •): ψ r+s = ψ r • ψ s , ψ t = ψ(t). Despite that the homomorphism is not unique, it is common to identify H with ψ, since ψ(R) = H. Sometimes it is useful to work with a linear representation of the group of interest, i.e., see the elements of G in a subgroup of invertible matrices of GL(n, R). In this case we have the following useful property Proposition 2.2. Let H be a 1-parameter subgroup of G ⊆ GL(n, R) and h ∈ H, then det h = 1.
Proof. If h ∈ H, then there exists a map ψ such that ψ(1) = h (if ψ(r) = h, then Ψ(s) = ψ(rs) defines a new group homomorphism which sends 1 to h). Now, since h = ψ(1) = ψ(
When G happens to be a group of isometries of a certain geometry, its 1-parameter subgroups ψ t give rise to invariant surfaces: a C 2 surface M 2 is said to be an invariant surface when there exists a 1-parameter subgroup ψ t such that
Intuitively, we can approximate an invariant surface by successive applications, to a given curve α(s), of a certain kind of rigid motion (isometry):
Thus, in the limit ∆t → 0, we generate M by continuously moving the curve α under the action of ψ t . We call such a curve the generating curve of M and, for the geometries modeled in R 3 , the generating curve may be assumed to be planar. Usually, it is obtained by intersecting M with the xz-or the xy-plane.
If α(u) is the generating curve of an invariant surface M , then one may parameterize M by x(u, t) = ψ t (α(u)). An important feature of invariant surfaces is that the values of geometric quantities, such as the Gaussian and mean curvatures, only depend on their values assumed along the generating curve.
One-parameter subgroups of simply and pseudo isotropic isometries
Let us introduce the following group of 4 × 4 invertible real matrices
where OI(3) denotes the set of simply isotropic orthogonal matrices:
Note that every element in OI(3) can be written as
Together with translations, OI(3) gives us the group of simply isotropic isometries ISO(I 3 ). Now we construct a linear representation Ψ : ISO(I 3 ) → GI(4) for the group ISO(I 3 ). Thus, we can see isometries as linear transformations by identifying R 3 with a hyperplane in R 4 via the inclusion map (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 → (x, y, z, 1) ∈ R 4 .
Proposition 3.1. Let ISO(I 3 ) be the group of simply isotropic isometries. Then,
where A ∈ OI(3) and a ∈ I 3 ; (2) The map Ψ below is a group isomorphism:
. Using that T preserves ·, · z , and also cd z (·, ·) for isotropic vectors, one can deduce that A ∈ OI(3). Indeed, expanding L = A(x + λy) − A(x) − λA(y), A(x + λy) − A(x) − λA(y) z , and using that T preserves ·, · z , we conclude that L = 0. Applying the same reasoning to the codistance, we deduce that A is a linear isometry, since x = 0 ⇔ x, x z = 0 = cd z (x, 0). Finally, writing a = T (0) we get the desired result. Conversely, since by definition any translation and any A ∈ OI(3) give rise to isotropic isometries, every map Ax + a defines an isotropic rigid motion.
(2) Ψ is clearly injective. Using item 1 we also see that Ψ is surjective. Finally,
which shows that Ψ is a group isomorphism.
Notice that the same concepts above apply to rigid motions in I 3 p . Indeed, define
where OI p (3) denotes the set of pseudo-isotropic orthogonal matrices: (3.6)
Therefore, every element in OI p (3) can be written either as
where φ, a, b ∈ R and σ, τ ∈ {−1, +1}. As in I 3 , we have in I 
3.1.
One parameter subgroups of simply isotropic isometries. First, notice one may write an arbitrary element h ∈ H ⊆ GI(4) as
Indeed, since det h > 0 (Prop. 2.2), it follows στ = +1. In addition, given ψ : R → GI(4), we may generate a 1-parameter subgroup of plane Euclidean isometries by composing ψ t with the map F that associates with any T ∈ GI(4) the 3 × 3 matrix
, where B ij = T ij , i, j = 1, 2. Then, σ = +1 and also τ = +1.
For a simply isotropic rigid motion what happens in the top view plane is independent from what happens in the isotropic (z-)direction. Then, we may investigate the effect of a 1-parameter subgroup on the top view plane and on the isotropic direction separately. It will follow that the 1-parameter subgroups of simply isotropic isometries are distributed along 7 types, divided into two main categories [14, 16] : (a) helicoidal motions, which in the isotropic direction act either as a pure translation or as the identity map; and (b) boundary motions (Grenzbewegungen [16] ), which in the top view plane act either as a pure translation or as the identity map.
By noticing that simply isotropic helicoidal motions are in one to one correspondence with Euclidean helicoidal motions with Oz as the screw axis, the category of simply isotropic helicoidal motions is given by
which can be divided in two classes [14, 16] : (I) Euclidean rotations in the top view plane when c = 0; and (II) helicoidal motions around an isotropic axis. On the other hand, for the category of boundary motions we have Theorem 3.3. The group G 5 of simply isotropic boundary motions, i.e., motions that in the top view plane act either as a pure translation or as the identity map, leads to the 1-parameter subgroup
Proof. First, notice that the elements of G 5 are characterized by setting φ = 0 in Eq. (3.9). Now, if h ∈ G 5 and ψ : R → H is a continuous surjective map such that ψ(1) = h, then one can prove by induction that
Finally, for any rational q = n/m we conclude that
Now, using the continuity of ψ and, in addition, redefining c to be c + (ac 1 + bc 2 )/2, we find Eq. (3.11). (The (3, 4)-entry converges to ct + (ac 1 + bc 2 )t(t − 1)/2, which under our redefinition of c is equals to the (3, 4)-entry of Eq. (3.11) .)
The 1-parameter group of boundary motions may be divided in five types [14, 16] Finally, let us mention that the division into two classes according to the action of a 1-parameter subgroup in the top view and isotropic direction allowed us to classify the simpler contributions to each motion. However, if one does not impose any restriction on the action of ψ t , the most general 1-parameter subgroup of isotropic isometries is (sketch of proof in the next page) (3.12)
where
, and we have defined the functions
Notice that lim φ→0 C t (φ) = t, lim φ→0 S t (φ) = 0, lim φ→0Ct (φ) = t(t − 1)/2, and lim φ→0St (φ) = 0, which then allows us to recover the known expression for a boundary motion corresponding to φ = 0. On the other hand, it is easily seen that setting a, b, c 1 , c 2 = 0 leads to helicoidal motions Let ψ : R → H ⊆ GI(4) be a 1-parameter subgroup such that ψ(1) = h, with h as in Eq. (3.9). Using that ψ(n) = ψ(1) n = h n we find by induction
Applying the same reasoning, we can find an expression for φ(1/m) = h 1/m , which the allows us to find φ(r) for any rational r, extend it to the real numbers by continuity, and finally deduce Eq. (3.12).
To deduce a closed expression for cos(kφ), sin(kφ), (n − 1 − k) cos(kφ), and (n − 1 − k) sin(kφ) above, we may use complex numbers and then apply the known techniques of summing power series: if z = cos(φ) + i sin(φ),
3.2.
One parameter subgroups of pseudo-isotropic isometries. With a similar reasoning as in the previous subsection, we may write any h ∈ GI p (4) as
The 1-parameter subgroups of pseudo-isotropic isometries are also distributed along 7 types, divided into two categories: (a) causal helicoidal motions, which in the isotropic direction act either as a pure translations or as the identity map; and (b) boundary motions, which in the top view plane act either as a pure translation or as the identity map.
The category of causal helicoidal motions
can be divided in two types: (I) Lorentzian rotations in the top view plane, when c = 0 (here the orbits can be either time-or space-like Lorentzian circles, i.e., hyperbolas); and (II) helicoidal motions around an isotropic axis (here the orbits can be either time-or space-like Lorentzian helices). With a proof completely similar to that of Theorem 3.3, the category of pseudoisotropic boundary motions can be described by Theorem 3.4. The group G p 5 of pseudo-isotropic boundary motions, i.e., motions that in the top view plane act either as a pure translation or as the identity map, leads to the 1-parameter subgroup Finally, let us mention that without any restriction on c, c 1 , c 2 , a, b, and φ, the most general 1-parameter subgroup of pseudo-isotropic isometries is
Note that lim φ→0 Ch t (φ) = t, lim φ→0 Sh t (φ) = 0, lim φ→0C h t (φ) = t(t − 1)/2, and lim φ→0S h t (φ) = 0, i.e., we recover the expression for a boundary motion (φ = 0). To deduce the expressions above, we can follow steps similar to those employed for GI(4) if we work with hyperbolic trigonometric functions. To find an expression for cosh(kφ), sinh(kφ), (n − 1 − k) cosh(kφ), and (n − 1 − k) sinh(kφ), we may use the ring of Lorentz numbers L [6] (also known as hyperbolic or double numbers [21] ) and then apply the known techniques of summing power series:
Simply and pseudo isotropic invariant surfaces
In this section, it is described the invariant surfaces obtained from the 1-parameter subgroups of ISO(I 3 ) (Subsect. 4.1) and of ISO(I 3 p ) (Subsect. 4.2). We also identify those invariant surfaces that are admissible and show, as expected, that spheres of parabolic type are invariant surfaces under all types of revolutions.
The generating curve of an invariant surface can be assumed to be a plane curve by intersecting the surface with a plane, in which case we should distinguish between isotropic and non-isotropic planes. Thus, we have the Definition 4.1. When the generating curve of an invariant surface, assumed to be at least C 2 , lies on a non-isotropic plane (here we choose the xy-plane), we say that the corresponding invariant surface is of non-isotropic type, or of ni-type, for short. On the other hand, when the generating curve lies on an isotropic plane (here we choose the xz-plane), we say that the corresponding invariant surface is of isotropic type, or of i-type, for short.
We shall see in Subsects. 5.1 and 6.1 that the mean curvatures of helicoidal surfaces of ni-type depends on the value of c, while for the i-type there is no dependence on c. This shows that the distinction between invariant surfaces of ni-and i-types in simply and pseudo isotropic geometries is meaningful.
Simply isotropic invariant surfaces.
We now use the 1-parameter subgroups of simply and pseudo isotropic isometries to investigate invariant surfaces, Eq. (2.19). For each 1-parameter subgroup we have two classes of surfaces, i.e., invariant surfaces of ni-and of i-types.
We first describe helicoidal invariant surfaces in I 3 , i.e., when a, b, c 1 , c 2 = 0: (I) Euclidean revolution surfaces (c = 0):
• If α(u) = (x(u), y(u), 0), we have the revolution surface of ni-type
that represents a portion of a non-isotropic plane;
(II) Helicoidal surfaces:
, we have the helicoidal surface of ni-type
, we have the helicoidal surface of i-type
Remark 4.2. When α is α(u) = R(cos u, sin u, 0) in the ni-type or an isotropic line α(u) = (±R, 0, z(u)) in the i-type (R constant), the resulting helicoidal surface is a sphere of cylindrical type, which is not an admissible surface.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that the generating curve is neither a circle centered at the origin (in the ni-type) nor an isotropic line (in the i-type). Then, all simply isotropic Euclidean revolution and helicoidal surfaces are admissible.
Proof. It is enough to investigate helicoidal surfaces, type (II) above, since revolution surfaces are obtained by imposing c = 0. In the ni-type we have
and the first fundamental form is
The determinant of the induced metric is
By hypothesis, α(u) is not a circle centered at the origin and, therefore, the corresponding helicoidal surface of ni-type is admissible.
On the other hand, in the i-type we have
By hypothesis, α(u) is not an isotropic line and, therefore, the corresponding helicoidal surface of i-type is admissible.
Remark 4.4. It is known that when written in its normal form, the first fundamental form of any simply isotropic surface are given by Eq. (2.7). Now notice that the first fundamental form of helicoidal surfaces of ni-and i-types can be written as I = dU 2 + dT 2 under the change of coordinates
respectively (U 0 , T 0 constants). Indeed, completing squares in Eq. (4.5), gives
Now, introducing U (u, t) and T (u, t) such that
we see that (u, t) → (U, T ) defines a smooth coordinate change, which can be easily integrated to give U = x − tφy + U 0 and T = y + tφx + T 0 . On the other hand, for helicoidal surfaces of i-type it is seen that, under (u, t)
Simply isotropic invariant surfaces resulting from boundary motions are: (III) Parabolic revolution surfaces:
• If α(u) = (x(u), y(u), 0), we have the parabolic revolution surface of ni-type
• If α(u) = (x(u), 0, z(u)), we have the parabolic revolution surface of i-type
(IV) Warped translation surfaces (c = (ac 1 + bc 2 ) = 0; (a, b), (c 1 , c 2 ) = (0, 0)):
• If α(u) = (x(u), y(u), 0), we have the warped translation surface of ni-type
• If α(u) = (x(u), 0, z(u)), we have the warped translation surface of i-type Proof. It is enough to investigate the parabolic revolution surfaces, since the other surfaces are obtained by imposing some kind of restriction on the constants a, b, c, c 1 , and c 2 . In the ni-type we have
By hypothesis, α(u) is not a straight line with neither slope b/a nor a/b and, therefore, the corresponding parabolic revolution surface of ni-type is admissible.
and the first fundamental form is (4.20)
By hypothesis, α(u) is neither an isotropic line nor b = 0 and, therefore, the corresponding parabolic revolution surface of i-type is admissible.
Remark 4.7. In analogy to Remark 4.4, the first fundamental form of parabolic surfaces of ni-and i-types can be written as I = dU 2 + dT 2 under the map
respectively (U 0 , T 0 constants). Indeed, completing squares in Eq. (4.18), gives
we see that (u, t) → (U, T ) defines a smooth coordinate change, which can be easily integrated to give U = x + at + U 0 and T = y + bt + T 0 . On the other hand, proceeding similarly for the i-type parabolic surfaces, we see that, under (u, t) → (U = x+at+U 0 , T = bt+T 0 ), I in Eq. (4.20) is rewritten as I = dU 2 +dT 2 .
Concerning the most general 1-parameter subgroup of simply isotropic motion in Eq. (3.12), we have the following invariant surfaces of ni-and i-types
if the generating curve is α(u) = (x(u), y(u), 0) and (4.22) if the generating curve is α(u) = (x(u), 0, z(u)), respectively.
Given a point q ∈ I 3 , the orbits of the 1-parameter subgroups ψ t of type (I), (II), and (III), i.e., the curves t → ψ t (q), are Euclidean circles, Euclidean helices with an isotropic screw axis, and parabolas (isotropic circles), respectively. For the other types of 1-parameter subgroups, i.e., when φ = 0 and (ac 1 + bc 2 ) = 0, the orbits of the corresponding 1-parameter subgroups of boundary motions are straight lines and, therefore, 2 ) be an isotropic circle (the induced geometry in the xz-plane is I 2 , whose circles of parabolic type are precisely parabolas whose vertex and focus lie on an isotropic line [13] ). Applying an elliptic revolution to α gives Z 2 (u, t) = (pu cos(tφ), pu sin(tφ), pu
which parameterizes the sphere of parabolic type Σ 2 (p) : z = 1 2p (x 2 + y 2 ). On the other hand, applying a parabolic revolution to α(u) with c = 0, a = pc 1 , and b = pc 2 , gives
which also parameterizes the sphere of parabolic type Σ 2 (p).
Up to a linear change of coordinates, in Euclidean space there exists only one type of rotation. In I 3 , however, we must distinguish between Euclidean and parabolic rotations based on their effect on the top view plane. The example above shows us that spheres of parabolic type are invariant with respect to all types of rotation we can have in simply isotropic geometry.
Pseudo-isotropic invariant surfaces. As in I
3 , for each kind of 1-parameter subgroup of ISO(I 3 p ) we distinguish the corresponding surface from the type of plane containing the generating curve (Definition 4.1). In addition, for the i-type we also distinguish between the xz-and yz-planes, since they lead to curves of distinct causal characters: spacelike in the former and timelike in the latter.
We first describe helicoidal invariant surfaces in I Zh 1 (u, t) = (x(u) cosh(tφ), x(u) sinh(tφ), z(u));
• If α(u) = (0, y(u), z(u)) (α timelike), we have the surface of i-type (4.25) W h 1 (u, t) = (y(u) sinh(tφ), y(u) cosh(tφ), z(u)).
• If α(u) = (x(u), y(u), 0), we have the helicoidal surface of ni-type
• If α(u) = (x(u), 0, z(u)) (α spacelike), we have the surface of i-type
• If α(u) = (0, y(u), z(u)) (α timelike), we have the surface of i-type (4.28) W h 2 (u, t) = (y(u) sinh(tφ), y(u) cosh(tφ), z(u) + ct).
Remark 4.10. When α is α(u) = R(cosh u, sinh u, 0) or α(u) = R(sinh u, cosh u, 0) in the ni-type or α(u) = (±R, 0, z(u)) in the i-type (R constant), the resulting helicoidal surface is a sphere of cylindrical type, which is not admissible.
Proposition 4.11. Assume the generating curve α is neither a hyperbola centered at the origin (in the ni-type) nor an isotropic line (in the i-type). Then, all pseudoisotropic Lorentzian revolution and helicoidal surfaces are admissible.
Proof. It is enough to investigate helicoidal surfaces, since revolution surfaces are obtained by imposing c = 0. In the ni-type the first fundamental form is
By hypothesis, α(u) is not a hyperbola centered at the origin and, therefore, the corresponding helicoidal surface of ni-type is admissible.
On the other hand, in the i-type the first fundamental form is
By hypothesis, α(u) is not an isotropic line and, therefore, the corresponding helicoidal surface of i-type is admissible. Analogously, for W h 2 (4.32)
Remark 4.12. In analogy to Remark 4.4, the first fundamental form of helicoidal surfaces of ni-and i-types can be respectively written as I = dU 2 + dT 2 and I = dU dT under the change of coordinates
respectively (U 0 , T 0 constants). Indeed, we just need to proceed by completing squares in Eq. (4.29) for surfaces of ni-type and in Eq. (4.31) for the i-type.
Pseudo-isotropic invariant surfaces resulting from boundary motions are: (III) Pseudo-parabolic revolution surfaces:
• If α(u) = (0, y(u), z(u)) (α timelike), we have the surface of i-type
(IV) Warped translation surfaces (c, ac 1 + bc 2 = 0; (a, b), (c 1 , c 2 ) = (0, 0)):
• If α(u) = (x(u), y(u), 0), we have the warped surface of ni-type (4.36) Y h 4 (u, t) = (a t + x(u), b t + y(u), c 1 t x(u) + c 2 t y(u));
• If α(u) = (x(u), 0, z(u)) (α spacelike), we have the warped surface of i-type (4.37) Zh 4 (u, t) = (a t + x(u), b t, c 1 t x(u) + z(u));
• If α(u) = (0, y(u), z(u)) (α timelike), we have the warped surface of i-type Zh 6 (u, t) = (a t + x(u), b t, z(u));
Both Zh 6 and W h 6 represent a cylinder with non-isotropic rulings. Proposition 4.14. Assume that a, b do not vanish simultaneously and also that the generating curve α is neither a part of a straight line {bX − aY = k, Z = 0} (in the ni-type) nor a part of an isotropic line or b = 0 (in the i-type). Then, all pseudo-isotropic parabolic revolution surfaces, warped translations surfaces, and translation surfaces along non-isotropic directions are admissible.
Proof. It is enough to investigate the parabolic revolution surfaces, since the other surfaces are obtained by imposing some kind of restriction on the constants a, b, c, c 1 , and c 2 . In the ni-type the first fundamental form is
By hypothesis, α(u) is not a straight line with neither slope b/a nor a/b and, thus, the corresponding parabolic revolution surface of ni-type is admissible.
On the other hand, in the i-type the first fundamental form is (4.50)
The computations for W h 3 are similar:
Remark 4.15. In analogy to Remark 4.7, the first fundamental form of parabolic revolution surfaces of ni-and i-types can be written as I = dU 2 + dT 2 under the change of coordinates
respectively (U 0 , T 0 constants). Indeed, we just proceed by completing squares in Eq. 
if the generating curve is α(u) = (x(u), 0, z(u)).
Notice that given a point q ∈ I 3 p , the orbits of the 1-parameter subgroups ψ t of type (I), (II), and (III), i.e., the curves t → ψ t (q), are Lorentzian circles, Lorentzian helices with an isotropic screw axis, and parabolas (isotropic circles), respectively. For the other types of 1-parameter subgroups, i.e., when φ = 0 and (ac 1 + bc 2 ) = 0, the orbits of the corresponding 1-parameter subgroups of boundary motions are straight lines and, therefore, 
which also parameterizes the sphere of parabolic type Σ 2 1 (p). Similarly, the sphere of parabolic type z = 1 2p (y 2 − x 2 ) can be obtained from both Lorentzian revolution and parabolic revolution (with c = 0, a = −pc 1 , and b = pc 2 ). Please, see also example 4.9 and the comment following it.
Differential geometry of simply isotropic invariant surfaces
Now we compute the first and second fundamental forms of admissible invariant surfaces described in Subsect. 4.1, from which we derive the Gaussian and mean curvatures of simply isotropic helicoidal invariant surfaces in Subsect. 5.1 and of invariant parabolic revolution surfaces in Subsect. 5.2. In addition, we solve both the prescribed Gaussian and mean curvatures problems for helicoidal (Theorems 5.5 and 5.6) and parabolic revolution (Theorems 5.13 and 5.14) surfaces. On the other hand, for surfaces of ni-type we only solve the problem of prescribed Gaussian curvature for helicoidal surfaces (Theorem 5.4).
Helicoidal and Euclidean revolution surfaces.
The first fundamental form of helicoidal surfaces of ni-type is given by Eq. (4.5):
For the second fundamental form, we first compute
The relative normal is given by
Taking the inner product of N h with the second derivatives of Y 2 ,
gives the second fundamental form
Proposition 5.1. The Gaussian and Mean curvatures of an admissible helicoidal surface of ni-type are respectively
On the other hand, the first fundamental of a helicoidal surface of i-type is given by Eq. (4.7):
Thus, the relative normal is given by
Taking the inner product of N h with the second derivatives of Z 2 ,
Proposition 5.2. The Gaussian and Mean curvatures of an admissible helicoidal surface of i-type are respectively
Notice that by imposing the condition c = 0 we obtain the Euclidean revolution surfaces. Revolution surfaces of ni-type are necessarily contained in the xy-plane and, then, K = 0 = H. On the other hand, for helicoidal surfaces of i-type the mean curvature does not depend on the value of c, H c=0 = H c =0 , only their mean curvature depends on c. Thus, we have Corollary 5.3. The Gaussian and mean curvatures of an admissible simply isotropic Euclidean revolution surface of i-type are respectively
.
5.1.1.
Simply isotropic helicoidal surfaces with prescribed curvature.
Theorem 5.4. Let K(s) be continuous. There exists a 2-parameter family of helicoidal surfaces of ni-type with K as the Gaussian curvature and whose generating curves α k0,k1 (s), s an arc-length parameter, are implicitly given by
where k i (i = 1, 2) is a constant depending on the values of x, y, x ′ , y ′ at s = s 0 .
Proof. If α(s) is parameterized by arc-length s, then
Thus, the Gaussian curvature is written as
Integration gives
Finally, integrating this last equation gives the desired result.
On the other hand, for helicoidal surfaces of i-type we can solve both prescribed Gaussian and mean curvatures problems.
Theorem 5.5. Let K(s) be a continuous function. There exists a 2-parameter family of helicoidal surfaces of i-type with K as the Gaussian curvature and whose generating curves α k0,k1 (s) = (s, 0, z(s)), s arc-length parameter, satisfy
where k i (i = 1, 2) is a constant depending on the values of z, z ′ at s = s 0 .
Theorem 5.6. Let H(s) be a continuous function. There exists a 2-parameter family of helicoidal surfaces of i-type with H as the mean curvature and whose generating curves α h0,h1 (s) = (s, 0, z(s)), s > 0 arc-length parameter, satisfy
where h i (i = 1, 2) is a constant depending on the values of z, z ′ at s = s 0 .
Proof of theorem 5.5. Let α(s) = (s, 0, z(s)) be the generating curve of an i-type helicoidal surface (an arc-length parameterization necessarily implies that α must be a graph curve in the xz-plane). The Gaussian curvature is then
Finally, a new integration gives the desired result.
Proof of theorem 5.6. Let α(s) = (s, 0, z(s)) be the generating curve of an i-type helicoidal surface. The Mean curvature is then
which leads to
A new integration then gives the desired result. 
where z 0 and z 1 are constants and we have defined
In the limit K 0 → 0 (z 0 > 0), F (s ; z 0 , K 0 ) → 0 and, therefore, flat revolution surfaces of i-type are obtained by Euclidean rotations of a non-isotropic line, i.e., they are necessarily part of a cone.
Example 5.9 (CMC helicoidal surfaces). Setting H(s) ≡ H 0 in theorem 5.6, gives
where z 0 and z 1 are constants. This allows us to recover corollary 2 of [9] . In addition, setting H 0 = 0, minimal helicoidal surfaces are "logarithmoids" and recover theorem 12.1 of [14] , p. 231.
5.2.
Parabolic revolution and warped translation surfaces. The first fundamental form of a helicoidal surface of ni-type is given by Eq. (4.18):
Thus, the relative normal is then given by
Taking the inner product of N h with the second derivatives of Y 3 , 
Proposition 5.10. The Gaussian and Mean curvatures of an admissible parabolic revolution surface of ni-type are respectively (5.13)
On the other hand, the first fundamental form of a parabolic revolution surface of i-type is given by Eq. (4.20):
Thus, the relative normal is then given by (5.15 )
Taking the inner product of N h with the second derivatives of Z 3 ,
, and ∂ 2 t Z 3 = (ac 1 + bc 2 )e 3 , gives the second fundamental form
Proposition 5.11. The Gaussian and Mean curvatures of an admissible parabolic revolution surface of i-type are respectively (5.17)
Warped translation surfaces are obtained from the parabolic revolution ones by setting c = 0 and ac 1 + bc 2 = 0, but (c 1 , c 2 ) = (0, 0). Then, Corollary 5.12. The Gaussian and mean curvatures of an admissible simply isotropic warped translation surface of ni-type are respectively
for the i-type they are respectively
5.2.1. Simply isotropic parabolic revolution surfaces with prescribed curvature.
Theorem 5.13. Let K(s) be continuous. There exists a 2-parameter family of parabolic revolution surfaces of i-type with K as the Gaussian curvature and whose generating curves α k0,k1 (s) = (s, 0, z(s)), s arc-length parameter, satisfy
Theorem 5.14. Let H(s) be a continuous function. There exists a 2-parameter family of helicoidal surfaces of i-type with H as the Mean curvature and whose generating curves α h0,h1 (s) = (s, 0, z(s)), s > 0 arc-length parameter, satisfy
Proof of theorem 5.13. Let α(s) = (s, 0, z(s)) be the generating curve of an i-type helicoidal surface (an arc-length parameterization necessarily implies that α must be a graph curve in the xz-plane). The Gaussian curvature is then
Finally, integrating twice gives the desired result.
Proof of theorem 5.14. Let α(s) = (s, 0, z(s)) be the generating curve of an i-type helicoidal surface. The Mean curvature is then 
On the other hand, setting H(s) = H 0 in Theorem 5.14 gives
Differential geometry of pseudo-isotropic invariant surfaces
Here we compute the first and second fundamental forms of the pseudo-isotropic invariant surfaces described in Subsect. 4.2 and derive the Gaussian and mean curvatures of helicoidal and parabolic revolution surfaces in Subsects. 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. In addition, we solve both the prescribed Gaussian and mean curvatures problems for helicoidal (Theorems 6.5 and 6.6) and parabolic revolution (Theorems 6.13 and 6.14) surfaces. Finally, for surfaces of ni-type we only solve the problem of prescribed Gaussian curvature for helicoidal surfaces (Theorem 6.4). 
The pseudo-isotropic relative normal is given by
The second fundamental form is
where ε = +1 if the generating curve is spacelike, α(u) = (f (u), 0, z(u)), and ε = −1 if the generating curve is timelike, α(u) = (0, f (u), z(u)).
6.1.1. Pseudo-isotropic helicoidal surfaces with prescribed curvature.
Theorem 6.4. Let K(s) be continuous. There exists a 2-parameter family of helicoidal surfaces of ni-type with K as the Gaussian curvature and whose generating curves α k0,k1 (s), s an arc-length parameter, are implicitly given by
where k i (i = 1, 2) is a constant depending on the values of x, y, x ′ , y ′ at s = s 0 and ε = x ′ 2 − y ′ 2 = ±1 determines the causal character of α k0,k1 (s).
Therefore, the Gaussian curvature is
Finally, integrating this last equation gives the desired result.
As in I 3 , for pseudo-isotropic helicoidal surfaces of i-type we solve both Gaussian and mean prescribed curvatures problems. (See proofs of Theorems 5.5 and 5.6.) Theorem 6.5. Let K(s) be a continuous function. There exists a 2-parameter family of pseudo-isotropic helicoidal surfaces of i-type with K as the Gaussian curvature and whose generating curves α k0,k1 (s) = (s, 0, z(s)), or α k0,k1 (s) = (0, s, z(s)), where s > 0 is an arc-length parameter, satisfy
Theorem 6.6. Let H(s) be a continuous function. There exists a 2-parameter family of pseudo-isotropic helicoidal surfaces of i-type with H as the Mean curvature and whose generating curves α h0,h1 (s) = (s, 0, z(s)), or α h0,h1 (s) = (0, s, z(s)), where s > 0 is an arc-length parameter, satisfy On the other hand, the first fundamental of a parabolic revolution surface of i-type is given by Eqs. (4.50) and (4.51):
, if α = (0, y, z) .
The relative normal is given by (6.15 , if α = (0, y, z) .
Proposition 6.11. The Gaussian and mean curvatures of an admissible pseudoisotropic parabolic revolution surface of i-type are respectively (6.17)
− bc 2 − ac 1 2B 2 , where C = c 1 and B = b, if the generating curve is α(u) = (f (u), 0, z(u)) (α spacelike), and C = c 2 and B = a, if α(u) = (0, f (u), z(u)) (α timelike). 
where C = c 1 and B = b, if the generating curve is α(u) = (f (u), 0, z(u)) (α spacelike), and C = c 2 and B = a, if α(u) = (0, f (u), z(u)) (α timelike).
6.2.1. Pseudo-isotropic parabolic revolution surfaces with prescribed curvature. As in I 3 , for parabolic revolution surfaces of i-type we can solve both prescribed Gaussian and Mean curvatures problems. The proofs of the two theorem below are completely analogous to those of Theorems 5.13 and 5.14, respectively. Theorem 6.13. Let K(s) be continuous. There exists a 2-parameter family of pseudo-isotropic parabolic revolution surfaces of i-type with K as the Gaussian curvature and whose generating curves α k0,k1 (s), s is an arc-length parameter, satisfy Theorem 6.14. Let H(s) be continuous. There exists a 2-parameter family of pseudo-isotropic helicoidal surfaces of i-type with H as the Mean curvature and whose generating curves α h0,h1 (s), s > 0 is an arc-length parameter, satisfy respectively.
